
Station two 
The basketba' court 

This is a diagram of a basketball court:

This diagram shows you where the offense stands:
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Basketball positions

PG Point Guard. The 
point guard directs 
the offense. He helps 
the team score points.

Shooting Guard. 
This player is the 
main shooter on the 
team and often 
shoots long distance.

Small Forward. This 
player’s main 
responsibility is to 
shoot. The small 
forward also helps out 
on defense.

C Center. The center shoots the ball from close to the basket. The center also blocks the 
other team from scoring. The center “rebounds” as well, grabbing the ball after 
someone misses a shot.

PF Power Forward. The power forward helps block the other team from scoring. Power 
forwards spend most of their time near the basket. Like the center, a power forward 
rebounds a lot.
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Station two, continued 

Think of another team 
sport that you know. 

Draw the field or court in 
the box below. 

Draw and label the 
positions.

Compare this team sport to basketball. List the ways in which your team sport is 
similar to and different from basketball in the tables below. For example, you 
could compare basketball and soccer:

Basketball is similar to soccer in these ways:

Now, complete your own table:

Basketball is similar to __________________________ in these ways:

Basketball Soccer

There are two teams There are two teams

Basketball Your team sport: ___________________________

(write your team sport here)

(write your team sport here)
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Station two, continued

Now discuss what you can teach the class about basketball. 

Can you teach about the names of the different positions?  

Can you teach about the parts of a basketball court? 

Can you teach about differences between basketball and other 
sports? 

How will you show your information? How will you make it interesting? 

____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________

Our group will present:

! names and jobs of different basketball positions

! names for parts of the basketball court

! ways that basketball is like another sport

We will use:

! acting out roles

! our own drawing

! some other idea
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